Expression of abscisic and gibberellic acid signalling factors in *Fagus sylvatica* L. seeds during dormancy breaking and germination
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**Abstract:** European beech seeds are characterised by deep physiological dormancy and to germinate, they require several weeks of stratification at 3°C. Seed dormancy is under hormonal regulation, but the details of how hormones regulate deep dormancy in trees remain not yet well elucidated. We hypothesised that the mechanism of seed dormancy breaking is differentially regulated according to depth of dormancy. Expression of ABI5 and 14-3-3, members of the abscisic acid pathway, and RGL2, a member of gibberellic acid pathways, were examined at the protein and mRNA levels during dormancy alleviation of beech seeds. Unlike in non-deep dormant seeds, ABI5, 14-3-3 and RGL2 were present during nearly all periods of cold stratification in beech seeds, but during dormancy breaking and germination these proteins nearly disappeared. Relative abundances of ABI5 and 14-3-3 transcripts were the highest in dormant dry seeds, and during stratification it decreased gradually. We suppose that during stratification, de novo translation of proteins on the basis of deposited mRNA occurred. On the base of our research we can conclude that the seed dormancy breaking mechanism differs according to seed’s dormancy depth.
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**Introduction**

Dormancy is an adaptive seed trait that regulates germination, and is characteristic of plant species growing in temperate climate zones (Baskin & Baskin, 2004). It protects seeds against germination in unsuitable conditions, allowing for further growth and seedling establishment (Black et al., 2008). Deep physiological dormancy characterises the seeds of tree species, such as Norway maple (Pawłowski & Szczotka, 1997; Pawłowski, 2009), sycamore (Pawłowski & Staszak, 2016) and European beech (Szczotka et al., 2003; Pawłowski, 2007). Seeds acquire dormancy during the maturation phase of development, and for germination to occur, they require a special treatment, e.g. cold stratification (Staszak & Pawłowski, 2014; Staszak et al., 2019). European beech is an important forest tree species and a valuable biocoenotic component covering 4.1% of the forest area in Europe and gradually gaining importance.
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in European forestry (Suszka et al., 1996). As the seed harvest appears irregularly every 5–10 years, appropriate storage without loss of viability of these sensitive intermediate seeds and proper stratification conditions are necessary for the establishment of good quality seedlings.

Imbalance in plant hormones, mainly abscisic (ABA) and gibberellic (GA) acids, is consider to be a main factor regulating dormancy (Luckwill, 1952). ABA is an inhibitor of germination responsive for dormancy induction and maintenance (Hilhorst, 1995). Page-Degivry et al. (1997) showed that during dormancy breaking of beech seeds the level of ABA decreased what was related to the diminishing of ABA synthesis by oxidation processes. To maintain dormancy, however, de novo synthesis of ABA in the embryo was necessary (Le Page-Degivry et al., 1997). Results of Pawlowski (2007) confirmed negative role of ABA and positive of GA on beech seed dormancy breaking. It has been indicated that in dormancy breaking of beech seeds, the ABA signal transduction pathway Fsp2P2C1 and Fsp2P2C2 phosphatases (Lorenzo et al. 2001, 2002; Gonzalez-Garcia et al. 2006; Saavedra et al. 2010), and Fspk1 and Fspk4 kinases (Lorenzo et al. 2003; Reyes et al. 2006; Jiménez et al., 2006) are involved. Jiménez et al. (2006) showed that Fspk4 is a member of the serine/threonine-protein kinases, and its expression is related to the maintenance of seed dormancy. They indicated that dormancy breaking is connected with a decrease in Fspk4 expression, which is related to a decrease in ABA level. GA addition also caused a reduction in Fspk4 expression (Jiménez et al., 2006).

Regulation of dormancy by ABA is also carried out through transcription factors and regulatory proteins. ABA insensitive 5 (ABI5) transcription factor plays a main role in expression of ABA regulated genes as a transcription factor binding to their promoters (Finkelstein & Lynch, 2000; Nakamura et al., 2001). In *Arabidopsis thaliana* seeds of which represent non-deep physiological dormancy, ABI5 accumulated in dry seeds or young seedlings after ABA treatment (Finkelstein & Lynch, 2000; Lopez-Molina et al., 2001; Piskurewicz et al., 2008). After inhibition or removal of exogenous ABA, ABI5 proteins are rapidly degraded. ABA added prevents germination and stimulates the de novo accumulation of ABI5 (Lopez-Molina et al., 2001, 2002). Piskurewicz et al. (2008) showed that the GA signalling repressor RGL2 inhibits *Arabidopsis thaliana* seed germination by stimulating ABA synthesis and ABI5 activity. They thereby showed the link between hormonal pathways regulating seed germination.

A number of recent studies have linked 14-3-3 proteins to ABA signalling, a few with its role in seed germination (Testerink et al., 2002; Schoonheim et al., 2007). 14-3-3 proteins act as a modulator of the activity of target proteins by attaching to their phosphorylated motifs (Ferl, 1996). In plants, 14-3-3 proteins take part in the regulation of an expanding catalogue of physiological functions, such as plant development and response to stress conditions (Roberts, 2003; Denison et al., 2011; de Boer et al., 2013). They can modulate signalling pathways, which transduce inputs from the environment, and also downstream proteins that elicit the physiological response (Denison et al., 2011). 14-3-3 proteins interact specifically with ABI5 (Schultz et al., 1998; Jakoby et al., 2002), leading to alterations in the transcription of ABA-responsive genes. Additionally, in barley, gibberellins influenced 14-3-3 protein accumulation, which suggests that 14-3-3 proteins take part in cross-talk of the hormonal pathways of antagonistically acting ABA and GA (Schoonheim et al., 2009).

Gibberellins play a crucial role in dormancy breaking, as they are promoters of germination (see review by Shu et al., 2016). Transcription of the gene encoding GA-20-oxidase, the main enzyme in GA synthesis, was not indicated in dormant beech seeds, but appeared during stratification (Calvo et al., 2004). Proteins from the DELLA family (e.g. GAI, RGA and RGL) are negative regulatory elements of the GA signalling pathway. The role of RGA-Like 2 (RGL2) is particular because it acts as a repressor of seed germination (Lee et al., 2002; Cao et al., 2005), and is involved in up-regulation of genes associated with acquisition of dormancy (Stamm et al., 2012). In contrast, GA promotes seed germination by enhancing the proteasome-mediated destruction of RGL2 (Piskurewicz et al., 2008). Despite all of these findings, it remains unclear exactly how RGL2 suppresses germination (Wang & Deng, 2011). It is known, however that RGL2 participates in the control of cell growth by inhibiting the gene transcription of cell wall modulators ALPHA EXPANSIN3 (EXP3) and EXP48 (Stamm et al., 2012).

Presented literature shows that both ABA and GA pathways are involved in the regulation of seed dormancy, however precise mechanism in tree seeds is still not yet well elucidated. We hypothesized that the mechanism of seed dormancy breaking differs according to seeds’ dormancy depth, and is associated with modulation in hormone signalling. In the present study, the expression of the signalling factors in the ABA and GA pathways in beech seeds during deep physiological dormancy breaking caused by cold stratification was investigated. We found differences between seeds characterised by deep and non-deep dormancy. Unlike non-deep dormant seeds (e.g. *Arabidopsis* spp.), in beech seeds ABI5, 14-3-3 proteins and RGL2 were present during nearly the entire period of cold stratification, but with dormancy breaking and germination these proteins nearly disappeared. They were therefore likely responsible for maintenance of dormancy.
Methods

European beech seeds (Fagus sylvatica L.) were collected in Baligród, Poland (49°20’N 22°17’E) in 2009. Seeds were dried to 9% water content and stored at −3°C. For dormancy breaking, seeds were imbibed and stratified at 3°C for 17 weeks in closed plastic trays and in the dark. In each week, embryo axes were isolated from intact seeds. Stratification was ended after reaching maximum seed germination. The germination test was performed on four samples of 50 seeds each at 3°C and in the dark (International Seed Testing Association, 1999). A seed was counted as germinated when the radicle protruded 5 mm.

Western blotting

Embryo axes were isolated from dry, stratified and germinated beech seeds and stored at −80°C. Samples were ground in cooled mortar and incubated in acetone at −20°C. Samples were then washed several times in acetone and centrifuged (20,800 x g for 5 min at 4°C). The resulting pellets were dried in vacuum and suspended in extraction buffer (0.5 M Tris pH 6.8, 10% SDS, 7% glycerol, 0.015% DTT) and incubated for 10 min at 100°C. Samples were centrifuged again (20,800 x g for 10 min at 4°C) (Laemmli, 1970). Supernatants were taken and protein content was determined with a Bradford (1976) assay. The same amount of 40 mg protein was used for each sample.

Protein separations were carried out using SDS-PAGE (12%) on Mini Protean 3 (BioRad, Hercules, Ca, USA) with protein ladder marker SeedBlue, MagicMarkt (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). After electrophoresis on a PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad, Hercules, Ca, USA) was carried out at 260 mA for 75 min in transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 20% [v/v] methanol, pH 8.7), membranes were blocked overnight with TBS-T and 5% BSA and incubated with primary rabbit polyclonal antibody. Primary antibodies were used against ABI5, 14-3-3 proteins and RGL2 (Agrisera, Vännäs, Sweden), in 1:7500 dilution. Bound antibodies were detected via anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody (diluted 1:50,000 for ABI5, and 1:30,000 for 14-3-3 and RGL2) and visualised with chemiluminescent reagent Clarity (Bio-Rad, Hercules, Ca, USA). Signal was detected on X-ray film (Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA), which was afterwards scanned with Image Scanner III (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) in the LabScan programme (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). Patterns from three independent biological samples were aligned and normalised spot volumes of the bands were determined. Statistical analyses were carried out using ANOVA and the Tukey-Kramer HSD test (JMP software, SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Results were considered significant for P < 0.05. The data are presented in relative units calculated as the intensity (density) and the area of the band.

RNA extraction and reverse transcription

Total RNA was extracted from three biological replicates of dry beech seeds and seeds collected every week of stratification. RNA was extracted according to the method of Chang et al. (1993), modified with an additional chloroform extraction. The RNA yields were measured three times with OD_{260} analysis using NanoDrop 2000c (ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA USA). The RNA samples were treated with RQ1 RNase-free DNase (Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA). The first strand cDNAs for each sample were synthesised using 3 µg of total RNA with the GoScript™ Reverse Transcription System (Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA), following the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Quantification of gene expression

Analysis of mRNA relative abundance on the basis of accessible data from NCBI database was done for the following transcripts: 14-3-3, ABI5 and tubulin. The real-time reverse-transcription quantitative PCR analysis (RT-qPCR) was used for the quantification of ABI5, 14-3-3 and tubulin (with primers designed for this study; see Table 1) expression during breaking of deep physiological dormancy in beech seeds. All genes of interest were analysed in three replicates using different embryo pools. Each of the three replicates was analysed twice, to confirm results obtained.

Table 1. Details of primers used for real-time reverse transcription PCR analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence number</th>
<th>Transcript</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>AT°C</th>
<th>MT°C</th>
<th>Amplicon length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AJ586516</td>
<td>Fagus sylvatica partial 14.3.3-1 mRNA for 14-3-3 protein</td>
<td>F: ACTGGTGCTGAGGAGAAA</td>
<td>53.8°C</td>
<td>88.0°C</td>
<td>169 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQ487781</td>
<td>Fagus sylvatica putative tubulin alpha 1 chain, mRNA,</td>
<td>F: GCCTGTTCTGTGCTTGA</td>
<td>53.8°C</td>
<td>85.0°C</td>
<td>272 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR614636</td>
<td>Fagus sylvatica WZOAFSCA cDNA (83% similarity to A. thaliana NM_129185.3)</td>
<td>F: ACTGCTTCTCCACTCCACCT</td>
<td>53.8°C</td>
<td>85.0°C</td>
<td>206 bp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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from separate embryo pools. The duplicates gave one data point for one replicate and three replicates were used to calculate the mean. The gene for tubulin was used as the internal standard in RT-qPCR. For quantification, RT-qPCR was performed using the Rotor-Gene 6000 (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and AmpliQ Real-time PCR SYBR Green (AL1000-10, Nowazym, Poznań, Poland). RT-qPCR was performed in a 20 µl reaction mixture containing 8.5 µl ddH₂O, 10 µl SYBR-Green PCR Master Mix, 0.3 µl of reverse and forward primer mix (5 µM) for the analysed gene (Table 1), and 1.2 µl of template cDNA. The PCR conditions included 15 min of pre-denaturation at 94°C, 35 cycles of 20 s at 95°C, 20 s at 53.8°C and 30 s at 72°C, followed by 10 min at 72°C. The melting protocol was run after each PCR and consisted of the temperature being held for 2 min and then heating from annealing temperature of the analysed gene to 94°C, holding each temperature for 0.1 s while monitoring fluorescence.

The method used for gene quantification was based on a standard curve. Standard curves were constructed for each individual gene, using 10-fold serial dilutions of corresponding PCR products of known concentration. The dilutions were frozen and a single one was used in every real-time PCR run to be a point of reference for the standard curve. The transcript concentration for each gene calculated from the standard curve by software was normalised according to the relative concentration of the internal tubulin. The relative amount of each gene was calculated by dividing the quantity of the target gene by the quantity of the standard gene. The transcript level obtained for each cDNA sample was then related to each sample of germinated seeds.

Data describing relative expression level for 14-3-3 and ABI5 mRNA were analysed using the JMP12 (SAS, Cary, NC, USA) software package. Data obtained from RT-qPCR for 14-3-3 mRNA were normally distributed and were analysed with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), whereas data for ABI5 mRNA were not normally distributed and were analysed with Kruskall-Wallis one-way ANOVA on Ranks. When statistical differences occurred, data were analysed by multiple Tukey pair-wise comparisons. Differences of P < 0.05 were considered to be significant.

Results

Cold stratification at 3°C led to the breaking of dormancy and, consequently, to germination of European beech seeds (Figs 1–5). We observed that the first seeds started to germinate in week 7 of stratification, and by week 11 seeds reached 21% of germination. The experiment ended in week 17 when seeds reached 83% of germination.

Immunodetection of ABI5, 14-3-3 and RGL2

Immunodetection Western blot studies were undertaken to estimate ABI5, 14-3-3 and RGL2 accumulation in embryo axes of stratified European beech seeds. Western blot analysis indicated relatively high levels of transcription factor ABI5 in dormant dry seeds (Fig. 1). After one week of stratification of the beech seeds, we detected more than a twofold drop in

![Fig. 1. Changes in accumulation of ABI5 protein in beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) seeds during dormancy breaking and germination. Western blot analyses were performed during stratification (dry – germinated seeds). Statistically significant differences were indicated with different letters. Data are mean ± SD of three independent replications, n = 3](image)

![Fig. 2. Changes in accumulation of 14-3-3 proteins in beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) seeds during dormancy breaking and germination. Western blot analyses were performed during stratification (dry – germinated seeds). Statistically significant differences were indicated with different letters. Data are mean ± SD of three independent replications, n = 3](image)
accumulation of ABI5. From week 3 through to week 7 of stratification, however, accumulation of ABI5 increased. Between weeks 7 and 11 ABI5 showed a similar level of accumulation, reaching its highest accumulation in week 11. In germinated seeds, accumulation of ABI5 dropped drastically to its lowest level.

Western blot analysis of 14-3-3 protein accumulation during dormancy breaking of beech seeds showed relatively low levels of these proteins in dormant dry seeds (Fig. 2). During stratification, the accumulation level of 14-3-3s varied but it reached its peaks in week 5 and 9, in comparison to dormant dry seeds. In germinated beech seeds, 14-3-3 protein accumulation was not indicated.

Western blot analysis of RGL2 protein accumulation showed relatively low levels of this protein in dormant dry seeds (Fig. 3). After one week of stratification, we observed a statistically insignificant decrease in RGL2 accumulation. Levels increased irregularly until week 9, when accumulation peaked. In week 11 of stratification, RGL2 protein accumulation levels dropped. In germinated beech seeds, accumulation of RGL2 reached its lowest level during whole stratification, being more than twofold lower than in dry seeds.

Quantification of ABI5 and 14-3-3 gene expression

Q-RT-PCR was used to analyse relative abundance of 14-3-3 and ABI5 transcripts in relation to transcripts of tubulin (Table 1). ABI5 mRNA was present in all analysed samples of beech seeds, and its relative abundance (RA) was related to the week of the seeds stratification (P < 0.001). The highest RA of ABI5 was observed in dry seeds, and it then decreased according to the week of stratification. Relative abundance of transcripts for 14-3-3 mRNA was also stage/time dependent (P = 0.018). The highest RA was detected in dry seeds and was three times higher than after one week of stratification. RA of 14-3-3 mRNA decreased during stratification but was present at all time points of stratification and also in germinated plants (Figs 4 and 5).
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**Discussion**

The seeds of many species are characterised by dormancy phenomena, traits which protect seeds against germination in favourable conditions to avoid subsequent seedling growth in unfavourable conditions (Black et al., 2008). Most broadleaf trees in temperate climates are characterised by deep physiological dormancy localised in the embryo (Pawlowski, 2010). The mechanism of deep physiological dormancy appears to be related to reversible metabolic processes (Black et al., 2008). Embryos excised from these seeds either do not grow or produce abnormal seedlings (Finch-Savage & Leubner-Metzger, 2006). Seeds possessing deep physiological embryo dormancy can be stimulated to germinate by cold stratification (Baskin & Baskin, 2004) which mimics natural winter conditions.

Hormonal imbalance between germination inhibitors (e.g. ABA) and stimulators (e.g. GA) is suggested to be a main factor controlling dormancy status (Lukwill 1952). Non-deep physiological dormancy of *Arabidopsis* spp. seeds is associated with a high level of ABA and during dormancy breaking the level of ABA decreased (Piskurewicz et al., 2008). The decrease in the depth of dormancy of beech seeds, caused by cold stratification, has been observed to be directly proportional to the drop in endogenous ABA content, however some ABA content was still present till germination (Eliašova et al., 2015). ABI5 transcription factor and 14-3-3 proteins take part in ABA signalling by inducing expression of ABA responsible genes (Schoonheim et al., 2007), which results in suppression of germination (Piskurewicz et al., 2009). In the present study, we observed that accumulation of ABI5 decreased in beech seeds after one week of stratification, but afterwards it increased and stayed at a high level until seeds lost dormancy and began germination. Our expression study showed that the *ABI5* genes are transcribed mostly in dormant dry beech seeds. During the following weeks of stratification, relative abundance of analysed transcripts decreased gradually, but *ABI5* was still present even in germinated seeds. High *ABI5* expression in dry seeds and decrease at the beginning of stratification coincided with ABA content changes (Eliašova et al., 2015). It can be suggested that mother-deposited ABI5 protein was degraded at the beginning of stratification and with stratification progress *de novo* translation of ABI5 protein on the basis of deposited mRNA occurred. The high accumulation of ABI5, in some extent of *ABI5*, and presence of ABA (Eliašova et al., 2015), during stratification could be associated with maintenance of seed dormancy. *De novo* ABA synthesis was also observed during dormancy alleviation by temperature of 20°C in sunflower seeds (Xia et al., 2019). In germinated beech seeds, ABI5 and ABI5 accumulation dropped to a very low level. It can therefore be concluded that as a result cold stratification leads to a decrease in ABI5/ABI5 accumulation, which likely blocks ABA-dependent gene expression and promotes dormancy breaking and, consequently, seed germination. Xia et al. (2019) demonstrated that ABI5 moves during dormancy alleviation from nucleus to the cytoplasm, where it is degraded probably by oxidation and/or ubiquitination. The profile of ABI5 protein accumulation in European beech seeds differs from that of *Arabidopsis thaliana* (Piskurewicz et al., 2008) and Norway maple seeds (Staszak et al., 2017). Unlike the beech, in *Arabidopsis* ABI5 protein has been shown to reach its maximum rate of accumulation in dry seeds and at the beginning of imbibition, after which it disappeared. In Norway maple seeds ABI5 protein reached its maximum at the beginning of stratification, after which it decreases gradually. These differences in ABI5 accumulation are likely associated with the depth of dormancy. In germinated beech seeds, accumulation of ABI5 was relatively low, as was also observed in Norway maple (Staszak et al., 2017) and *Arabidopsis* seeds (Lopez-Molina et al., 2001; Piskurewicz et al., 2008). Presence of ABI5/ABI5 after germination suggests that it is also involved in some post-germination events (Finkelstein & Lynch, 2000; Lopez-Molina et al., 2001; Dai et al., 2013).

14-3-3 proteins modulate the activity of phosphorylated proteins (Ferl, 1996). In plants, they are implicated in an expanding list of physiological functions (see review by Denison et al., 2011). Among other functions, 14-3-3 proteins are involved in the ABA signal transduction pathway, leading to alteration in transcription (Roberts, 2003; Denison et al., 2011; de Boer et al., 2013). One potential point of 14-3-3 interaction is with the ABI5 transcription factor (Denison et al., 2011). In the present study, changes in accumulation of 14-3-3 proteins correlated with changes in accumulation of ABI5 during cold stratification of beech seeds. Interestingly, the expression of 14-3-3 possessed also a similar pattern to that of ABI5. In Norway maple seeds, accumulation of ABI5 and 14-3-3 also coincided and decreased during stratification (Staszak et al., 2017). It has been suggested that 14-3-3 proteins may act as adaptors between barley VP1 (homolog of ABI3 in *Arabidopsis*) and ABI5 (Himmelbach et al., 2003). ABI5 protein has been shown to reach its maximum rate of accumulation in dry seeds and at the beginning of imbibition, after which it decreased gradually. These differences in ABI5 accumulation are likely associated with the depth of dormancy. In germinated beech seeds, ABI5 and ABI5 accumulation dropped to a very low level. It can therefore be concluded that as a result cold stratification leads to a decrease in ABI5/ABI5 accumulation, which likely blocks ABA-dependent gene expression and promotes dormancy breaking and, consequently, seed germination. Xia et al. (2019) demonstrated that ABI5 moves during dormancy alleviation from nucleus to the cytoplasm, where it is degraded probably by oxidation and/or ubiquitination. The profile of ABI5 protein accumulation in European beech seeds differs from that of *Arabidopsis thaliana* (Piskurewicz et al., 2008) and Norway maple seeds (Staszak et al., 2017). Unlike the beech, in *Arabidopsis* ABI5 protein has been shown to reach its maximum rate of accumulation in dry seeds and at the beginning of imbibition, after which it disappeared. In Norway maple seeds ABI5 protein reached its maximum at the beginning of stratification, after which it decreases gradually. These differences in ABI5 accumulation are likely associated with the depth of dormancy. In germinated beech seeds, accumulation of ABI5 was relatively low, as was also observed in Norway maple (Staszak et al., 2017) and *Arabidopsis* seeds (Lopez-Molina et al., 2001; Piskurewicz et al., 2008). Presence of ABI5/ABI5 after germination suggests that it is also involved in some post-germination events (Finkelstein & Lynch, 2000; Lopez-Molina et al., 2001; Dai et al., 2013).
protein and transcript patterns in the seed dormancy breaking caused by cold stratification, but details concerning the role of 14-3-3/14-3-3 in the action of ABA remain a mystery.

GA promotes germination via proteasome-mediated destruction of DELLA repressors, such as RGL2 (Piskurewicz et al., 2009). RGL2 repress activation of the EXPANSIN2 promoter by NAC transcription factors inhibiting Arabidopsis seed germination (Sánchez-Montesino et al., 2019). In the present study, we observed that RGL2 accumulation generally increased during stratification of European beech seeds, but decreased with dormancy breaking and was lowest in germinated seeds. This pattern was similar to that observed for ABI5. Comparison of these results with results of an investigation carried out with Norway maple seeds showed a similar accumulation pattern of RGL2 during stratification, although the decrease was observed earlier in Norway maple seeds (Staszak et al., 2017). Germinated seeds in both species showed relatively low levels of RGL2 protein accumulation. These results differ from those obtained by Wang et al. (2013), where the level of RGL2 was found to decrease directly after inhibition of Pyrus pyrifolia nutslets. Interestingly, this decrease was inhibited by ABA (Wang et al., 2013). The expression of RGL2 was induced during chilling-induced dormancy release in Arabidopsis seeds but downregulated in the presence of ethylene (Wang et al., 2018). Piskurewicz et al. (2009, 2008) indicated that RGL2 inhibited germination by stimulating both ABI5 and ABI3 activity, and ABA synthesis. Xia et al. (2019) found that the exclusion of RGL2 from the nucleus and cytoplasmic degradation allows an increase in sensitivity to GAs favouring seed dormancy alleviation. It can be concluded that RGL2 takes part in the repression of germination in beech seeds. We suggest that this is meant to achieve inhibition of germination through de novo protein synthesis.
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